
SWI Engineering – World-class, Australia-made 

SWI Engineering is a world leader in sheet metal slitting and folding technology – specifically for 
roofing manufacturers and sheet metal fabricators. 

In Australia, the USA and New Zealand, corporations using SWI equipment include Kingspan, Stratco, 
Stramit, Metroll, Metalcraft, Metal Sales Manufacturing, Calder Stewart, Lysaght, Roofing Industries, 
Dimond, Steeline, Freeman Roofing … as well as hundreds of other roofing leaders. All SWI 
equipment is 100% manufactured by SWI at its high-tech facility in Warrnambool. In the Americas, 
SWI equipment is sold and serviced by its staff in Atlanta, Georgia. Approximately 50% of all SWI 
equipment goes to customers in the USA, with many of its American customers having multiple 
machines around the country.  

SWI’s equipment line-up includes Duplex Long Folders, Simplex Long Folders and ‘Marxman’ slitters, 
as well as integrated machinery software taking orders directly from construction site to production 
floor. Flashing and trim manufacture is automated by SWI’s ShopLink database software that links all 
the machines to ERP software such as MYOB, Oracle, Arrow, SAP and other accounting packages. 
This eliminates duplication of data, reduces data entry at the machine, and provides a simple 
framework for growth. SWI’s system also includes a comprehensive price calculation module that 
allows invoice costs to be automatically calculated and sent directly to your accounting software.  

Using SWI’s patented slitter knife technology, the highly automated Marxman Pro slitter is the only 
slitting & blanking line in the world that offers the convenience of intermediate part-cut technology 
as well as automatic labelling, coil consumption tracking, and barcode linking to downstream folders 
– all linked directly to your ERP system. Production statistics show the Marxman Pro consistently 
produces up to 200 parts per hour, all cut to size, labelled and ready for folding.  

The Marxman Plus has proven an exciting addition to the SWI line up. Released in 2016, it has 
already become the most popular selling Marxman model. All SWI’s Marxman slitting lines are 
designed to allow a full set of slitter blades to be changed in less than 15 minutes.  

The SWI Duplex Folder is the only folder on the international market with independently certified CE 
safety certification provided by TUV Nord-trained machine safety experts. The passive safety 
systems incorporated into the SWI Duplex prompt the machine to automatically slow from its high 
speed when operators approach the danger zone. While other makes are becoming faster and more 
dangerous, SWI have developed a sustainable, safe compromise that allows high-speed operation 
with first-class, certified operator protection. The SWI Duplex is regarded as a leading performer in 
the USA for safety, ease of use and reliable operation.  
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